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People will forget what
you say. They will even
forget what you do. But
they never forget how
you made them feel.
Maya Angelou
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Advisors are interpreters
who help students navigate
their new world. As such,
academic advisors have to
make connections.
Nancy King
Kennesaw State University
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Why Student Persistence to Completion Is
Important?
– College retention, persistence, and graduation rates
influence public perceptions of quality
– Governmental bodies in all countries, governing
boards of institutions and other funding sources are
increasingly concerned about the quality of
undergraduation experiences and graduation rates
– Students’ and Parents’ choices of institutions today
include graduation and completion rates of students
– Improved student persistence towards graduation
demonstrates an institutional focus on student
learning and growth

Academic Advising Impacts Student
Learning

“Perhaps the most urgent reform on
most campuses in improving general
education involves academic advising.
To have programs and courses become
coherent and significant to students
requires effective advising.”
Task Force on General Education
Association of American Colleges 5

“An excellent advisor does the
same for the student’s entire
curriculum that the excellent
teacher does for one course.”
Marc Lowenstein, 2005
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Our Shared Goal: Student Success
“Retention is a byproduct of a
good educational experience.”

Vincent Tinto
Leaving College: Rethinking the Causes
and Cures of Student Attrition, 1993

Academic Advising is Essential
“Effective retention programs have
come to understand that academic
advising is at the very core of
successful institutional efforts to
educate and retain students.”
Vincent Tinto
Leaving College: Rethinking the Causes
and Cures of Student Attrition, 1993

Key Institutional Conditions
 High Expectations
 Support
 Academic Advising
 Involvement
 Student-Learning Focused
Vincent Tinto, 2007
Taking Student Retention Seriously

Advising Serves as a Bridge
“Personal tutoring [academic advising]
can provide information about higher
education processes, procedures and
expectations….Personal tutoring can
provide guidance and structure,
especially in those early days.”
Liz Thomas, Widening Participation and the Increased
Need for Personal Tutoring, Personal Tutoring in Higher
Education, 2006.

Advisors Aid Students in
Understanding:
 The amount of time needed to study vs.

their expectations
 What a particular program of study or

course involves vs. their perception
 The college culture vs. their previous

experience
Nancy King, Vice-President for Student Success,
Kennesaw State University

Evolution
Evolution of Advising
Advising
• From Prescriptive to Developmental
• Advising recognized as a teaching function
• Problem: Perception of advising as service;
perception of advising as a task, not a
relationship
– Tasks are delegated
– Advising tasks are less important than other
faculty responsibilities
– Advising is unrewarded & lacks meaning

Engagement
“The intersection of student
behaviors and institutional conditions
over which colleges and universities
have at least marginal control.”
Kuh, et al, 2007.

Institutional Conditions
Educationally effective institutions
channel student energy toward the
right activities, typically called “High
Impact Practices”.

High-Impact Educational
Practices—What Are They?











First-Year Seminars and Experiences
Common Intellectual Experiences
Learning Communities
Writing-Intensive Courses
Collaborative Assignments and Projects
Undergraduate Research
Diversity/Global Learning
Service Learning, Community-Based Learning
Internships
Capstone Courses and Projects
Kuh, George D. 2008. High-Impact Educational Practices, AAC&U

Student Behaviors

What matters most is what
students do and the effort they
expend, not who they are.

BUT…

Who they are affects what students
do and the effort they expend.
Understanding this is important to
designing academic advising programs.

We are all faced with a series of great
opportunities – brilliantly disguised as
unsolvable problems.
(John W. Gardner ,Former US Secretary of Health, Education, Welfare)

Promising Philosophical Perspectives
and Practices
 Advising as Teaching and Learning
 Collaborative Reflection and DecisionMaking—aka Assessment
 Student Self-Authorship
 Advising to Optimize the Student
Experience

Focus on the advisee as learner

What is it we want our students to
demonstrate they
• Know
• Are able to do
• Value and appreciate
As a result of academic advising
“College is more than a collection of
courses or a ticket to a trade.”
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Advising as Teaching & Learning
Guides and Defines Our Roles as
Educators and Facilitators of Learning
 Learning is Individual and
Developmental
 Indicates a Knowledge Base that
Extends Beyond Information toward
Conceptual Understanding
 Student Learning and Development
 Career Development
 Others

Collaborative Reflection and
Decision-making for Improvement
(Also Known as “Assessment”)

What Do We Need to Know to Improve
 Student Learning?
 Advising Practice?

How Can We Build a Collegial,
Collaborative Approach to Reflection
for Improvement?

Advising as Teaching & Learning

Some assume that learning is automatic, the
natural product of good teaching or good advising.

Therefore, their focus may be on developing their
teaching or advising skills and techniques, the
how-to of advising and teaching but little focus on
students

Magolda on Self-Authorship
“The shift to self-authorship occurs when students
encounter challenges that bring their assumptions
into question, have opportunities to reflect on their
assumptions, and are supported in reframing their
assumptions into more complex frames of
reference.
The role of the educator is to initiate conversation,
listen, and help students learn from their
experiences.”
Magolda, 2007
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What Academic Advising
Communities Must Do
• Investigate, study, and analyze the literature
and research in retention and persistence
• Analyze the key issues on your campus:
– Target Populations which are need in support or
assistance
– Risk factors affecting the target populations
– Commitment levels of the target populations
– What institution is or is not doing that negatively or
positively affects student retention and persistence

The Global Community for Academic Advising

What Academic Advising Communities
Must Do
• Develop institutional definitions for student success,
retention, and persistence.
• Develop strategic collaborative partnerships across the
institution. The partnerships between faculty and
professional advisors are critical
• Identify the key players on campus you must have
involved in the initiative development, implementation,
and support.
• Develop a plan for leadership which has authority and a
communication plan that crosses all aspects of the
campus.

NACADA: The Global Community for
Academic Advising
“You cannot teach people anything.
You can only help them discover it
within themselves.” Galileo
With the right approach come the
right results.”
• The Mental Game of Baseball

The Global Community for Academic Advising

Thank You!!
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